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Your Dream
Workspace Awaits!

By Juanita Reed, guest contributor

Buttons, glue, fancy papers, rubber
stamps, ribbons, spools of thread and
more...what do you do with them all?
This is truly a crafter’s dilemma!
Have you ever wished you had a work
space where you could do your painting,
sewing or scrapbooking? Are you tired
of having your supplies stacked in boxes
in a spare room and spending more time
setting up a “make-shift” workspace than
actually crafting?
Whether you are an artist, craftsperson,
seamstress, or parent/grandparent that
really enjoys inspiring children to create,
here is the perfect solution!

Cabinets and Counter Tops...
Not Just for Kitchens Anymore!
With the addition a few cabinets and
a counter top, any room can easily be
transformed into the perfect craft work
area. If you have the space, you may even
choose to include a small utility sink for
ease of project clean-up, washing out
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brushes or maybe to do a bit of potting
or flower arranging
Another consideration may be a
pull-out unit which will give you an
additional work surface, perfect for
a sewing machine, paper cutter, or
easel, with plenty of extra storage
below. Conveniently, the pull-out work
surface rolls back into place and looks
like another cabinet when not in use.

You Can Never Have
Enough Storage Space
The design experts at Atlantic Design
Center can also help customize your
work area with specially sectioned
drawer inserts, roll down storage nooks
and fabulous slat walls with hardware

that allows for all sorts of storage
flexibility.
Stop by and check out our craft room
and put your imagination to work!
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Nancy has a total of 29 years experience in the building supply business. For 21 of those
years, she has specialized in kitchen and bath design and sales. As the Director of Design
at Atlantic Design Center, Nancy oversees the design standards and project details for
each designer. She is certified by the National Kitchen & Bath Association (NKBA) for
both Kitchen and Bath Design, and was a founding member of the NKBA Maine chapter.
Nancy’s designs have been featured in national publications, in addition to an array of
local designer showhouses. As a designer, Nancy enjoys the challenge of making each kitchen unique to each
homeowner. She especially loves designing other rooms in the home such as laundry rooms, entertainment
centers and home offices.
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